
Hoopla Picks for March!

“The Commitments” (2014) (R) (Comedy)

In the Northside of Dublin, Jimmy Rabbitte aspires to manage the
world's greatest band, with only one music in mind: soul. By
advertising for applicants in a newspaper and asking around to
promising acquaintances, Jimmy holds auditions at his parents' home
and assembles a band together. Jimmy begins to whip the members
into shape - gradually coming together beautifully onstage, only to
have the group fall apart in a clash of egos.

Click here to watch on Hoopla!

“Angela's Ashes” (1999) (R) (Drama)

Based on the Pulitzer Prize-winning memoir by Frank McCourt,
Angela's Ashes is an alternately funny and heartbreaking look at
growing up in Ireland. Born in Brooklyn, NY, young Frank moves at an
early age to Limerick, Ireland, with his parents Angela and Malachy,
who have been unable to support their family in America and are
hoping for better prospects in their home country.

Click here to watch on Hoopla!

“Jupiter Ascending” (2015) (PG-13) (Drama/Action)

From the streets of Chicago to far flung galaxies whirling through
space, JUPITER ASCENDING is a science fiction epic adventure that
follows the downtrodden Jupiter Jones, who's destined for greatness.
When a genetically engineered ex-military hunter Caine tracks her
down, she starts to glimpse the fate waiting for her all along -- her
genetic signature marking her as next in line for an extraordinary
inheritance that could alter the balance of the cosmos.

Click here to watch on Hoopla!

Hoopla provides 20 credits per month!

https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/11896163
https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/10951834
https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/14507200


“The Librarian: Quest for The Spear” (2005) (NR) (Adventure)

When a brilliant student takes a job at the New York Public Library, he
learns it actually involves safeguarding ancient mystic and historical
treasures secretly warehoused there, protecting them from the forces
of evil. When one of the artifacts, one of three sections of the Spear of
Destiny, gets taken by the Serpent Brotherhood, he must track it down
across the globe with the help of a female operative of the Library,
skilled in the arts of self-defense.

Click here to watch on Hoopla!

“The Joy Luck Club” (1993) (R) (Drama)

Every mother longs for the love of her daughter and to break through
the barriers that often stand in the way of understanding each other.
Every daughter dreams of earning the affection and approval of her
mother and to feel that there is something of value to be shared
between them. This is the story of four women whose lives are filled
with love and tragedy, richness and magic, and who are sustained by
the hopes and dreams they have for their daughters.

Click here to watch on Hoopla!

“Megalodon” (2018) (NR) (Action)

A military vessel on the search for an unidentified submersible finds
themselves face to face with a giant shark, forced to use only what
they have on board to defend themselves from the monstrous beast.

Click here to watch on Hoopla!

Last Chance! Click here to browse movies leaving Hoopla in March!

https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/12441174
https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/11296627
https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/12188294
https://www.hoopladigital.com/collection/15293

